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Introduction
The Portal
The Portal is a secure website that allows you to administer your learners on NCFE qualifications, and can be found at the following address –
https://portal.ncfe.org.uk.
This year we have worked to ensure that you will be able to submit Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) using the existing functionality in the Portal that
you are familiar with, using the submit grades and make a claim screen.
The purpose of this user guide is to take you through the step-by-step process for submitting TAGs so you can submit grades at a component level
and claim certificates. We have used existing functionality where possible to allow you to complete this process as efficiently as possible. You can
find information on all other areas of the Portal, including functionality that is not required for the submission of TAGs, in our existing Portal User
Guide.
Awarding arrangements in 2020–21
Following the outcome of the Ofqual consultation on ‘Alternative arrangements for the award of VTQs and other general qualifications in 2021’,
qualifications awarded this year have been categorised as those that can be awarded through Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) and those that can
not.

Which qualifications can not be awarded through a Teacher Assessed Grade?
Category A qualifications
Ofqual’s expectation is that Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) should not be used to award qualifications where it is not possible to award safely,
reliably, and validly if the knowledge, skills, and behaviours have not been demonstrated and assessed. This includes most occupational, licence to
practise, professional and continuing professional development qualifications, and some other Ofqual-regulated vocational and technical qualifications
(VTQs) that are not typically used to support progression.
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Which qualifications can be awarded through a Teacher Assessed Grade?
Category B1 qualifications
Ofqual’s expectation is that Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) should be used to award qualifications that are primarily taught alongside or instead of
GCSEs, AS and A Levels – including vocational qualifications that are important for progression to further study or employment.
Category B2 qualifications
Qualifications that are not like GCSE or A Levels in their structure, such as Functional Skills and Skills for Life, will continue remotely. They can be
awarded through a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG) only where assessments can not take place on public health grounds or remotely. For Functional
Skills qualifications, we have worked closely with Ofqual and the Federation of Awarding Bodies (FAB) to develop a common approach to determine
when a learner can be awarded through a TAG and more information can be found on the Functional Skills page of our website here.

Determining whether a qualification can be awarded through a Teacher Assessed Grade
We have reviewed our portfolio of qualifications against the criteria which Ofqual has set out, and you can find out which qualifications can and can
not be awarded through a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG) using Ofqual’s qualification explainer tool here.
Teacher Assessed Grade guidance
For general guidance around how to approach Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) and the process you should go through when awarding a grade,
please take a look at our approach to awarding for 2020–21.
For qualification-specific information about adaptations and TAG evidence requirements, please go to the qualification addenda available on
QualHub.
Mid-flight learners
Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) can be submitted for any learners completing only a part of a qualification this session, who plan to fully certificate
in 2021–22 (mid-flight/non-certificating learners). You can submit any components as standard or through TAGs on our portal, and your allocated
External Quality Assurer (EQA) will review these alongside any other completed qualifications in your EQA review.
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Bookings on cancelled external assessments in 2020–21
It has been confirmed that where a qualification can be awarded through a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG), and the qualification is most similar to a
GCSE or A Level (B1 categorisation), external assessments will not go ahead for the rest of the 2020–21 session. Our external assessment timetable
has been amended to reflect the updated status of previously timetabled external assessments in the remainder of the 2020–21 session, and this can
be found here.
Where an external assessment has been cancelled that you intended your learners to complete, we still require a booking in advance of a TAG
being submitted for that cancelled external assessment component.
For each qualification with a cancelled external assessment, there is a summer 2021 awarding opportunity, which will be clearly identifiable by the
naming convention of ‘Summer 2021 Awarding – [Qual/Assessment Abbreviation]’, nominally set for 15 July 2021. For example, for the Level 1/2
Technical Award in Health and Fitness, the relevant opportunity to book onto will be titled ‘Summer 2021 Awarding – TAHF’.
Where future bookings for external assessments in this session have already been made, these will also appear against the summer 2021 awarding
windows. Please ensure that those bookings still reflect an accurate version of your original plans for the rest of the year. Please check all
qualifications with multiple external assessments, or where an external assessment has multiple themes or variations of the same assessment.
Where a qualification requires a booking to be made on registration, and the assessments are categorised by date, please select the assessment
showing as July 2021.
The details for how to make a booking, and how to check existing bookings, can be found in our standard Portal User Guide.
Please note – for those qualifications that can be awarded through a TAG but are smaller and taken for a mixed purpose (B2 categorisation), such as
Functional Skills, external assessments will continue to be made available to be completed remotely, online, and in line with public health measures.
Where this is not possible, a learner may be eligible for a TAG, and details on our approach to TAGs for Functional Skills can be found on our
website. Where the qualification can not be awarded through a TAG (A categorisation), external assessments (if applicable) will continue to be made
available.

How to submit Teacher Assessed Grades
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Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) can be submitted using the same Portal functionality and screens as used for submitting internally assessed
grades, with some small changes to allow you to submit grades for externally assessed components, and to differentiate between TAGs and nonTAGs.

Submit grades
Navigate to the Submit Grades option on the menu ribbon when you are logged in to the Portal.

On this screen you can search for the learners you wish to submit grades for, using batch number, learner name, or other reference numbers. To
appear in this search your learners must have an active registration on the qualification, and not be fully certificated.
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Once found, select the relevant learners using the check box to the left of their name and press Next. This will then take you to a screen showing the
qualification-specific details, allowing you to view existing achievement and to submit grades for each unit or external component where required.
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When selecting a unit, you will be presented with the option to select a grade for each learner. If the submitted grade is a TAG, then tick the TAG box
for each applicable grade. The TAG box is unavailable to select until a grade has been selected.

Existing banked achievement will also be shown, where relevant, for each learner under the column beside DOB; heading B, for banked.
For reference, if a grade was submitted as a Centre Assessed Grade (CAG) last year, this will also be referenced, as per the below.
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Important note regarding T Level TAG submissions
All four of the different Core assessment options will be displayed to select from.
You must select the assessment option(s) that match your learner bookings, in order to successfully submit a TAG for a T Level learner.

For example, if a learner has an existing booking on the Core Summer 2021 - Assisting Teaching (Paper Based) series, the user would be required to
select the ‘Core 1A and Core 1B Paper Based’ and the ‘Core ESP (AT)’ options, in order to submit a TAG.
Core 1A and 1B Paper Based:
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Core ESP (AT):

In this example, the ‘Core 1A and 1B Online’ and ‘Core ESP (EYE)’ options would be locked for editing and a message would be displayed confirming
that the learner does not have an active booking for the assessment the user is trying to submit a TAG for.

External assessment Teacher Assessed Grades
If you are submitting a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG) for an external assessment, you must first have a booking for your learner on the relevant
summer 2021 awarding window before this can be done. The external component will be locked, and no submission accepted until a booking is
made.
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If you have not made a booking, this can be done by following the link within the notification on screen. Once a booking has been made, you can then
complete your TAG submission for this external component. All submissions for external components must be a TAG; you will not be able to proceed
unless the TAG box is also ticked and will see the following notification until that has been actioned.
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Declaration and submission
Once all grades have been entered, enter the full name of the relevant Internal Quality Assurer (IQA), tick the declaration, and hit submit.
At this point, if you have entered grades and not marked them as a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG), you will be presented with the below message. If
you are submitting grades that are not TAGs, select Yes. If you need to make any amendments, select No before proceeding.
All results and certificates for B1 qualifications will be released on results release days even if internal units and external components have been
achieved through the business as usual process and not a TAG, see our website for further information on these dates.

Confirmation of successful grade submission will show; please print a copy of this screen for your records. Any grades that have been submitted as a
TAG will be displayed.
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If you want to view what you have submitted, please search for your learners again and submitted grades will be displayed.
Internal components submitted as a TAG or in the usual way will be signed off by your External Quality Assurer (EQA). You can find more information
in our QA policy for awarding for 2020–21.
External component results and any UMS calculation required will happen up to 15 mins from submitting your external component grades.
TAGs submitted for external assessments that are normally numerically marked and converted to UMS will attract a UMS score based on a mid-point
in the available range for the relevant grade. Centres submitting TAGs in respect of the Core Component of the T Level Technical Qualification in
Education and Childcare should refer to specific guidance outlining the TAG specific aggregation arrangements for this qualification.
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How to make a claim for a certificate
Once your submitted internal unit Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) have been banked by your External Quality Assurer (EQA), you can claim a
certificate.
You will be able to see which learners have sufficient banked internal units and external components to achieve a full certificate, and which (such as
mid-flight learners) do not yet have enough to achieve a full certificate. For those learners who are mid-flight or non-certificating this session, there is
no need to attempt to claim for them at this point. You can return once they have completed all outstanding internal units and external components to
claim their certificate.
To make a claim for a certificate, either click on Certification on the menu ribbon, and then Make a Claim, or select Claim my Certificates from the
home screen.
You can search for your learners using the several search criteria options; you can search on one or more of these options.
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Your search results will show as below. Select the learners that you would like to claim certificates for using the check box on the left and click
Submit. Please be aware that you can only claim for one qualification at a time. You can also view the Apprenticeship Certificate England (ACE)
report detailing your learner’s achievement from this page once your learners have been certificated. This is acceptable evidence for your
apprenticeship claims.
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Claiming certificates for graded qualifications
For graded qualifications, once searched your learners will show as below, and each one will have a New Claim Status depending on any previously
submitted and banked components. This is automatically calculated and will show as Full (meaning they have sufficient to claim a full certificate), or
Partial (meaning they do not have sufficient to achieve a full certificate) depending on which internal units and external components have had grades
banked for them.
The grade shown is the overall grade you can claim for, based on their current achievement.
External component results and any UMS calculation required will happen up to 15 mins from submitting your external component grades. Please
remember this before submitting your claim.

You can view banked internal units or external components by selecting the learner and clicking on view units. You can also see if any were derived
from a Centre Assessed Grade (CAG, 2020) or a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG, 2021).
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The final step is to select the address where you would like to receive the certificates, and then select Claim. If you would like a Purchase Order
Number to show on any certification orders, you can also complete this here.

You can review your claim before it is finalised. It is worth checking that you have claimed all the internal units and external components the learner
has achieved, and the expected status is showing correctly. You can view this by selecting Learner Units. If you need to make any amendments,
select Return to claim before proceeding.
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Your confirmation page will include reports detailing what has been claimed.
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Internal components will be signed off by your EQA. You can find more information in our QA policy for awarding for 2020–21.

Claiming certificates for V Cert products
For graded qualifications, once searched your learners will show as below, and each one will have a New Claim Status depending on any previously
submitted and banked internal units or external components. This is automatically calculated and will show as Full (meaning they have sufficient to
claim a full certificate), or Partial (meaning they do not have sufficient to achieve a full certificate).
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You now just need to select the address that you would like to send certificates to and then select Claim. If you would like a Purchase Order Number
to show on any certification orders, you can complete this here.

You can review your claim before it is finalised. It is worth checking that you have claimed all the internal units and external components the learner
has achieved, and the expected status is showing correctly. You can view this by selecting Learner Units. If you need to make any amendments,
select Return to claim before proceeding.
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Your confirmation page will include reports detailing what has been claimed.

Claiming certificates for non-graded products
Your selected learners will show as below; each one will have a New Claim Status depending on any previous certification history. You will need to
select which learners you would like to mark the internal units for. You can select more than one learner at a time, but only if you are claiming the
same units. You will be able to mark units as a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG) and will also be able to view any units that were marked as a Centre
Assessed Grade last year.
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When you have selected your learners, go to Mark Units. All units for this product will show and you will need to mark the units that you would like to
claim. You can do this by clicking in the select box, clicking on the row or in the results column. For products that have credit, you can also add
achieved units as being Credit Transfer, Equivalence or Exemption by selecting the relevant type of achievement. If the achievement is a TAG, then
tick the TAG box for each applicable unit as well. The TAG box is unavailable to select until an achievement has been selected.

When you have completed all the units for your learners select Save Units and you will be taken back to the Claim Learner Certificates screen.
Units will be saved even if you don’t make your claim at this point; please remember to always make your claim so your certificate can be
despatched.

If you have selected achievements, and not marked them as a TAG, you will be presented with this message. If you are submitting achievements that
are not TAGs, select Yes. If you need to make any amendments, select No before proceeding.
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The New Claim Status field will now be populated for each learner. The system will calculate this for you. Any learners that are not ready for
certification yet can be deleted from the claim by selecting the remove learner from claim icon. You can also amend the learner's name here.
Now select the address that you would like the certificates delivering to, complete the Internal Quality Assurer (IQA) name in full, tick the declaration
box and submit. If you would like a Purchase Order Number to show on any certification orders, you can complete this here. Click Submit when you
are ready.
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You can review your claim before it is finalised. You must check that you have claimed all the components the learner has achieved, and the
expected status is showing correctly. You can view the claimed units by selecting Learner Units. If you need to make any amendments, select
Return to claim before proceeding.

To view the learner’s claimed units, select Learner Units. Units marked as a Teacher Assessed Grade, or a Centre Assessed Grade will show here.
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Your confirmation page will include reports detailing what has been claimed.

Submitting Teacher Assessed Grades for Functional Skills
To submit Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) for Functional Skills Reform, or for Legacy, a booking will need to be made. TAGs are available to be
submitted for all qualifications with external assessment. You can search for your learners in the normal way, using the Book External Assessment
screen.
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You will be able to select which learners you would like to submit a TAG for once you have selected the assessment. If your learners are sitting the
assessment in the standard way, you do not need to select the TAG.
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Select assessment window and time as standard, go to Book Entries. If you have not selected any TAGs, you will see this message. You can edit
your entries if you need to add a TAG.
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Your booking will then be confirmed. If you have selected a TAG for any bookings, papers will not be despatched, and you will not require any
assessment paperwork. If any of your learners will not be doing the assessment as a TAG, papers will be issued as standard.

Claiming certificates for Functional Skills
Your selected learners will show as below; each one will have a New Claim Status depending on any previous certification history. You will need to
select which learners you would like to mark the components for. You can select more than one learner at a time, but only if you are claiming the
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same component. You will be able to mark components as a TAG and will also be able to view any components that were marked as a Centre
Assessed Grade last year.

When you have selected your learners, go to Mark Components. All components for this product will show and you will need to mark the
components that you would like to claim. You can do this by clicking in the select box, clicking on the row or in the results column. You will only be
able to select Speaking, Listening and Communicating for Functional Skills English at this stage if a booking hasn’t been made.
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You need to make a booking in order to mark the component as a TAG. If the achievement is a TAG, then tick the TAG box for each applicable
component as well. The TAG box is unavailable to select until an achievement has been selected.

You will be able to mark the TAG as Pass or Fail.
Grades will now also be saved even if you don’t make your claim at this point; please remember to always make your claim so your certificate can be
despatched.
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When you have completed all the components for your learners, select Save Components and you will be taken back to the Claim Learner
Certificates screen.
If you have selected achievements and not marked them as a TAG, you will be presented with this message. If you are submitting achievements that
are not TAGs, select Yes. If you need to make any amendments, select No before proceeding.
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The New Claim Status field will now be populated for each learner. The system will calculate this for you. Any learners that are not ready for
certification yet can be deleted from the claim by selecting the remove learner from claim icon. You can also amend the learner's name here.
Now select the address that you would like the certificates delivering to, complete the Internal Quality Assurer (IQA) name in full, tick the declaration
box and submit. If you would like a Purchase Order Number to show on any certification orders, you can complete this here. Click submit when you
are ready.
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You can review your claim before it is finalised. You must check that you have claimed all the components the learner has achieved, and the
expected status is showing correctly. You can view the claimed components by selecting learner components. If you need to make any amendments,
select Return to claim before proceeding.

Your confirmation page will include reports detailing what has been claimed.
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The claim report will show what has been claimed as a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG).

Viewing previous claims for certificates
You can view your certificate claim history by selecting Previous Claims from the Certification drop-down menu. You can search by Batch, Session,
Product Code, Learner Forename or Learner Surname.
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On completion of your search, you can access the claim report by downloading it from the results section.

This will enable you to see what you have submitted claims for before results and certificates are issued.
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Results report
If you want to view your learner results at qualification level, you can do that by going to the Portal results screen and download a summary report
that will show 3 years of data. This will be downloaded as a CSV file.
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eCertificates
You will be able to view and download electronic versions of your learner’s certificates on the Portal once they have been issued.
Please remember to see our website for further information on results release dates for category B1 qualifications. eCertificates will be issued after
this date.
To do this, you will need the eCertificates permission to be active on your user account, which can be requested by contacting your Portal admin.
To access eCertificates, select eCertificates from the Certification drop-down menu.

You can search by Batch, Learner Forename, Learner Surname, NCFE Learner Number or Product Code.
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On completion of your search, you can view your eCertificate by selecting View Certificate next to the learner you require. The eCertificate will be
available to view as a PDF.
You can also download multiple eCertificates at once. To do this, select the learners you require, or you can select all certificates on the page (the
amount shown here will depend on how your permissions are set up). If the number of learners searched on results is more than one page, you can
select all certificates.

Once you have selected your learners, select Request Multiple eCertificates.

You will receive an email when the multiple eCertificates are available. Go to Download eCertificates from the Certification drop-down menu.
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You will see your file on this page. Select Download Certificates and your requests will be there. These are only available for 4 hours after you have
made the request.
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Submitting late TAGs from 01 September 2021
From 01 September 2021 the functionality to submit a TAG in the Portal will be disabled, to allow us to return to our standard operating model for the
new session.
However, we understand that there may be some rare instances after that date where you identify a learner who you intended to submit a TAG for but
didn’t do so within the published dates. We have, therefore introduced a process for the late submission of TAGs where required. This will involve
providing details of the TAG you wish to submit, the qualification and number of learners, and the root cause of why they have not been submitted.
From 01 September on the Portal home screen you will see a banner, where you can submit a request to submit late TAGs.

After clicking this, you will be asked to confirm that your TAG strategy has been approved, and (where relevant for Functional Skills qualifications),
asked to confirm your Functional Skills Eligibility is also confirmed or not applicable.

If you select No for either of these questions, you’ll be directed to the relevant form to complete first, as both are required before submitting a TAG.
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If you select Yes, you will be taken to the Create the Late TAG Request screen where you can select the qualification for which you wish to submit a
late TAGs. Please select one qualification at a time, providing the number of learners and a rational as to why they are late. You do not need to tell
us the learner names or TAG grades at this point. Once your request has been approved, you will be able to submit TAGs for your learners in the
usual way in the Portal.

If you need to submit a late TAG for more than one qualification, you can add additional qualifications by clicking the add qualification button and
completing the relevant details.

Once you have added all required details and qualifications, click the submit button. Your request will be sent to the External Quality Assurance
(EQA) team for review.
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Once approved, an email will be sent to the user who made the request, confirming the next steps in submitting the late TAGs.

If your request is approved, you’ll be given the functionality for a limited time to submit your learner grades following the TAG submission process, as
outlined as above in this document.
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Contact us
If you have further questions, you can:
•

subscribe to our weekly newsletter

•

visit our Covid hub on our website

•

contact our customer support team, on 0191 239 8000, customersupport@ncfe.org.uk, or via the website

•

contact your account manager or External Quality Assurer (EQA).
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